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ABSTRACT

Thermal and fluid-flow characteristics were numerically analyzed for ultra-thin heat pipes. Many studies have
been conducted for ultra-thin heat pipes with a centered wick structure, but this study focused on separated
wick structures to increase the evaporation/condensation surface areas within the heat pipe and to reduce the
concentration of heat flux within the wick structure. A mathematical heat-pipe model was made in the three-
dimensional coordinate system, and the model consisted of three regions: a vapor channel, liquid-wick, and
container wall regions. The conservation equations for mass, momentum, and energy were solved numerically with
boundary conditions by using a code developed by one of the authors. The numerical results with the separated
wick structures were compared with those with the centered, which confirmed the effectiveness of the separation
of the wick structure. However, the effectiveness of the separation was affected by the position of the separated wick
structure. A simple equation was presented to determine the optimum position of the separated wick structures.
Numerical analyses were also conducted when the width of the heat pipe was increased with the cooled section,
which clarified that the increase in the cooled-section width with the addition of wick structures was more effective
than the increase in the cooled-section length. A 44% reduction in the total temperature difference of the heat pipe
was obtained under the present numerical conditions. Furthermore, a comparison was made between experimental
results and numerical results.
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Nomenclature

A Area (m2)
b Width (mm, m)
C Thermal conductance (W/K)
cp Specific heat at constant pressure (J/(kg·K))
d Hydraulic diameter (m)
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h Height (mm, m)
hfg Latent heat (J/kg)
K Permeability (m2)
l Length (mm, m)
n Coordinate normal to boundary surface (m)
p Pressure (Pa)
Q Volume flow rate (m3/s), heat input (W)
q Heat flux (W/m2)
Rg Gas constant (J/(kg·K))
T Temperature (°C)
u, v, w x, y, z-direction velocities (m/s)
V Velocity vector (= (u, v, w)) (m/s)
x, y, z Rectangular coordinates (mm, m)

Greek Symbols

Δp Pressure difference (Pa, kPa)
ΔT Temperature difference (°C)
δ Thickness (mm, m)
ε Porosity (–)
η Ratio defined by Eq. (18) (–)
λ Thermal conductivity (W/(m·K))
μ Viscosity (Pa·s)
ρ Density (kg/m3)

Subscripts

a Adiabatic
ave Average
c Cooled
cal Calculated
cen Centered
eff Effective
exp Experimental
f Cooling fluid
h Heated
i Vapor-wick interface
l Liquid-wick region
ref Reference
sep Separated
t Total
v Vapor channel region
v1, v2, v3 Ch. 1, Ch. 2, Ch. 3 in vapor channel region
w Container wall region
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1 Introduction

In the past ten years, a large number of studies have been conducted to develop very thin heat
pipes. This target is recently called ultra-thin heat pipe, and the research background is a thermal issue
in thin electronic devices such as smartphones [1–3], wearable devices [4–6], and ultra-slim laptop
computers [7]. Various types of ultra-thin heat pipes have been published; they can be categorized
as flattened-pipe type [8,9], sandwiched-plate type [10,11], and loop type [12,13]. A manufacturing
process of the flattened type was shown by Zhou et al. [14], and that of sandwiched type was shown
by Chen et al. [15]. Chen et al. [13] employed a novel print wick structuring process to fabricate the
loop type. The separation of vapor flow and liquid flow paths is a unique feature of the loop type.
Among them, the flattened type is simplest in structure, and thus has the advantage of being easy to
manufacture.

In the flattened type, a wick structure is often placed at the center of a vapor flow channel [1,16].
Literature reviews on this kind of heat pipe were already presented in the authors’ previous papers
[17,18]. In addition, recently, Yi et al. proposed a new type of segmented wick structure [19] and a
novel double-layer wick structure [20] for the performance increase of ultra-thin heat pipes. Fig. 1a
shows a cross-section of a flattened centered-wick heat pipe. Ultra-thin heat pipes with a thin wick
sheet under the vapor flow path were also developed [21,22], but this structure reduces the height
of the vapor flow path, and thus has a concern regarding an increase in a vapor pressure drop. The
centered wick structure has been employed so that the wick structure does not lower the height of
the vapor flow path. However, because the centered wick structure is very thin and is sandwiched
between the upper and lower wall of the container, the evaporation and condensation surface areas
are essentially very small. In addition, different from conventional heat pipes [23–25], a centered-wick
heat pipe leaves vapor-wick-wall contact lines, which causes the concentration of heat flux within the
wick structure [18]. The reduction is needed for further improvement of the thermal performance of
the centered-wick heat pipe.

Figure 1: Cross-sections of the ultra-thin flattened heat pipes

It is expected that the thermal performance of a heat pipe would be increased by increasing the
evaporation/condensation surface areas. Ji et al. [26] proposed a vapor chamber with an extended
condensation area, and experimentally confirmed the effectiveness of this design. Wu et al. [27] showed
that the thermal performance of a loop heat pipe increased with increasing the wick evaporation
area. It is thought that these results can be applied to an ultra-thin flattened centered-wick heat
pipe. Thus, this study proposed separated wick structures as shown in Fig. 1b to increase the
evaporation/condensation surface areas within the heat pipe and to reduce the concentration of heat
flux within the wick structure. When the centered wick structure is divided into two, the vapor-wick
interface area doubles while keeping the same cross-sectional area of the wick structure. Recently,
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Ming et al. [28] placed two wick bundles separately within an ultra-thin flattened heat pipe, and
conducted experiments on the heat transfer characteristics of the heat pipe. Experimental results were
compared for the centered and separated wick structures. However, a difference in the heat transfer
process between the two cases has not been deeply discussed. Therefore, more discussion is necessary
regarding the effectiveness of the separated wick structures.

In this study, therefore, numerical analyses were conducted on the fluid flow and heat transfer
characteristics within the heat pipe with separated wick structures. A computational domain is also
shown in Fig. 1b, where a symmetric condition was used at the center. A mathematical model of the
centered-wick heat pipe developed by one of the authors [18] was extended to consider the separated
wick structures, and the numerical results of velocity, pressure, and temperature distributions within
the heat pipe were obtained. A comparative study was conducted between the heat pipes with centered
and separated wick structures. Effect of separated wick position on the heat transfer characteristics
of the heat pipe was described. Discussion was made when the heat-pipe width was increased with
the cooled section. Furthermore, an extended experiment was also conducted, and a comparison was
made between the experimental results and numerical results.

2 Mathematical Model

Fig. 2 shows a mathematical model of the separated-wick heat pipe. Numerical analyses were
conducted with a symmetric condition in the rectangular coordinates. Because this model was based
on the previous model [18], only the main points of the mathematical model and numerical calculation
procedure are described here to avoid duplication. Fig. 2a is the whole view of the model, and the x-z
cross-section is shown in Fig. 2b. The model had three regions of a vapor channel, liquid-wick, and
container wall with heated and cooled sections on the bottom. Note that the model had walls at both
ends of y = 0 and y = lt, but the former is not drawn in the figure to show the inside. The three regions
were same in length, which was represented by lt. The lengths of the heated and cooled sections were lh

and lc, respectively, and their widths were equal to the width (bt) of the heat pipe model. The thickness
of the liquid-wick region and the height (hv) of the vapor channel region was the same. Different
from the previous model [18], the vapor channel region had two sub-regions of Ch. 1 and Ch. 2 as
shown in the figure. The widths of Ch. 1 and Ch. 2 were represented by bv1 and bv2, respectively, and
the width of the liquid-wick region was bl. The thickness of the container wall region was δw. The total
width (bt) and total thickness (δt) of the mode are expressed respectively by

bt = bv1 + bl + bv2 + δw (1)

δt = hv + 2δw (2)

Eqs. (3)–(9) represent the governing equations to obtain the velocity, pressure, and temperature
distributions. The conservation equations for mass, momentum, and energy were given for the three
regions, respectively.

For the vapor channel region:

∇ · Vv = 0 (3)

ρvVv · ∇Vv = −∇pv + μv∇2Vv (4)

ρvcp,vVv · ∇Tv = λv∇2Tv (5)
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Figure 2: Mathematical model of the heat pipe with separated wick structures

For the liquid-wick region:

∇ · Vl = 0 (6)

ρlVl · ∇Vl = −∇pl + μl∇2Vl − εμlVl

K
(7)

ρlcp,lVl · ∇Tl = λeff

ε
∇2Tl (8)

For the container wall region:

∇2Tw = 0 (9)

The governing equations are expressed by using the velocity vector (V). Darcy’s law and the
effective thermal conductivity (λeff ) were used in the liquid-wick region.

The heat flux (q) at the heated section, the cooling fluid temperature (Tf ), and the thermal
conductance (C) between the cooled section and cooling fluid were given, and the boundary conditions
for the heated and cooled sections are represented respectively by

Heated section: − λw

∂Tw

∂z
= q (10)

Cooled section: − λw

∂Tw

∂z
Ac = C(Tw − Tf ) (11)

Except for these two sections, the adiabatic condition (∂T/∂n = 0, where n is the coordinate
normal to the boundary surface) was applied to the rest of outer surface of the heat pipe model.

Eqs. (12)–(14) are the boundary conditions at the vapor-wall, wick-wall, and vapor-wick inter-
faces, respectively.

Vapor − wall interface : λv

∂Tv

∂n
= λw

∂Tw

∂n
(12)
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Wick − wall interface : λeff

∂Tl

∂n
= λw

∂Tw

∂n
(13)

Vapor − wick interface : Tv = Tl =
(

1
Tref + 273.15

− Rg

hfg

ln
pv

pref

)−1

− 273.15 (14)

Eq. (14) was obtained from the Clausius-Clapeyron equation.

Eq. (15) is the energy balance at the vapor-wick interface.

Vapor − wick interface : ρvuvhfg = ρlulhfg = −λeff

∂Tl

∂x
+ λv

∂Tv

∂x
(15)

By applying Eq. (15) to both the vapor-wick interfaces on Ch. 1 and Ch. 2 sides, uv and ul were
given at the vapor-wick interfaces as the boundary conditions. The velocities perpendicular to the
vapor-wall and wick-wall interfaces were set to zero. A non-slip condition was applied to the vapor-
wall, wick-wall, and vapor-wick interfaces. A symmetric condition was applied to the y-z surface at
x = 0.

Although the present mathematical model had the three regions, numerical calculations were
conducted as a single domain problem [29]. That is, Eqs. (3) and (6) were transformed into a general
form of the equation of continuity. A general form of the equation of motion was obtained from
Eqs. (4) and (7), and a general form of the equation of energy was obtained from Eqs. (5), (8), and
(9). The generalized equations were discretized by using the control volume method, and calculations
were proceeded according to the SIMPLE algorithm [30]. Eqs. (12)–(15) were applied within the single
domain, and calculations were iterated until the agreement between the heat transfer rates at the
heated and cooled sections became less than 1.0%. An original code developed by one of the authors
was used to obtained numerical results. The temperature dependence of the physical properties was
considered. Based on the mesh size test [18], 51 (x-direction) × 56 (y-direction) × 54 (z-direction) mesh
was generated in the calculation domain. Non-uniform mesh was employed to reduce calculation load.

The model dimensions were set as shown in Table 1 based on the actual heat pipe in literature
[1]. In addition, same as the previous paper [18], the wick structure was sintered copper powders (ε
= 0.40, λeff = 6.01 W/(m·K), K = 9.00 × 10−13 m2), and the working fluid was water. The container
material was copper. Calculations were conducted under q = 1.76 × 105 W/m2, Tf = 25.0°C, and C =
0.157 W/K. The corresponding heat transport rate of the heat pipe model was 3.0 W. It is obvious that
numerical results are influenced by the heating rate (q), cooling temperature (Tf ), and vapor channel
height (hv). However, because their influences were already discussed in the authors’ previous paper
[18], those three parameters were not changed in the present numerical analyses.

Table 1: Heat pipe model dimensions

lt 100 mm hv 0.4 mm
bt, bh, bc 1.7 mm δ w 0.2 mm
δ t 0.8 mm lh 10 mm
bv1, bv2, bl 0.5 mm lc 20 mm
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3 Results and Discussion
3.1 Comparison between Centered and Separated Wick Structures

The numerical results for the heat pipe with separated wick structures were compared with the case
of a centered wick structure. Figs. 3 and 4 show the comparisons regarding the velocity and pressure
distributions, respectively, on the x-y cross-section at the center of the vapor channel region (z =
0.4 mm). Numerical calculations for the centered-wick heat pipe were conducted with bv1 = 0 mm
and bv2 = 1.0 mm; the other numerical conditions were the same as those for the separated-wick heat
pipe. Based on lh = 10 mm and lc = 20 mm, the model can be divided into an evaporator, adiabatic,
and condenser sections as shown in Fig. 3, which confirmed the vapor flows from the evaporator to
the condenser for both the cases of centered and separated wick structures. In an ultra-thin heat pipe,
because of a much thinner vapor flow channel, the vapor velocity is much higher than the case of
a conventional normal-size heat pipe [18]. Thus, the maximum vapor velocity was 67.4 m/s for the
centered wick structure, and those were 81.2 m/s in Ch. 1 and 71.3 m/s in Ch. 2 for the separated wick
structures. Although the widths of Ch. 1 and Ch. 2 were the same, the maximum velocity in Ch. 1
was slightly higher than that in Ch. 2. The non-slip condition was used on both the sides (x = bv1 +
bl and x = bv1 + bl + bv2) in Ch. 2, while that was applied only to the one side (x = bv1) in Ch. 1. The
symmetric condition was applied at x = 0 mm, which increased the vapor velocity in Ch. 1. Moreover,
the non-slip condition increased the vapor pressure drop; the vapor pressure difference between the
ends of the vapor flow channel in Ch. 2 (4.2 kPa) was slightly larger than that in Ch. 1 (3.6 kPa).
The vapor pressure difference for the centered wick structure was 3.1 kPa. Although differences were
found in the three vapor pressure differences, those were very small because the total cross-sectional
areas of the vapor flow channels for the centered and separated wick structures were the same, and
Ch. 1 and Ch. 2 for the separated wick structures had the same width.

(a) Centered wick structure

(b) Separated wick structures

Figure 3: Vapor velocity in the vapor flow channel
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(a) Centered wick structure

(b) Separated wick structures

Figure 4: Vapor pressure in the vapor flow channel

Fig. 5 compares the temperature distributions for the centered and separated wick structures. The
temperature distributions on the outer surface of the heat pipe are shown under the same numerical
conditions as those in Figs. 3 and 4. An enlarged view of the x-z cross-section at y = 0 mm is also shown
with solid and dashed lines that indicate the vapor channel and liquid-wick regions, respectively. Due to
the evaporation, lower temperatures were confirmed near the vapor-wick interfaces. Because the same
value of thermal conductance was given in Eq. (11), the temperature distributions at the cooled section
(80 mm ≤ y ≤ 100 mm) were almost the same between the centered and separated wick structures.
However, at the heated section (0 mm ≤ y ≤ 10 mm), a difference was clearly found between the two
cases. In case of the separated wick structures, evaporation and condensation occurred on their both
sides, which implies that the evaporation/condensation surface areas for the separated wick structures
were double the areas for the centered wick structure. Because of this, the heated-section temperatures
for the separated wick structures were lower than those for the centered wick structure. By using the
average temperatures at the heated (Th,ave) and cooled (Tc,ave) sections, the total temperature difference
(ΔTt) of the heat pipe was evaluated by

	Tt = Th,ave − Tc,ave (16)

The ΔTt values for the centered and separated wick structures were 18.4°C and 13.9°C,
respectively.
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(a) Centered wick structure

(b) Separated wick structures

Figure 5: Temperature distributions of the heat pipe

The heat flux (qi) at the vapor-wick interface was evaluated by

qi = − λeff

∂Tl

∂x

∣∣∣∣
i

(17)

where subscript i implies the vapor-wick interface. From the above-mentioned temperature distri-
butions, the heat flux distributions were calculated, and the comparisons are shown in Fig. 6 for
the centered and separated wick structures. Since the separated wick structure had two vapor-wick
interfaces, the heat flux distribution on the Ch. 1 side is shown in Fig. 6b and that on the Ch. 2 side
is in Fig. 6c. Owing to the difference in heat-flow direction, the heat flux was positive at evaporation
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interface while negative at condensation interface in Figs. 6a and 6c. The positive and negative signs
of the heat flux were opposite in Fig. 6b. The vapor-wick-wall contact lines located at z = 0.2 and
0.6 mm. As mentioned in the authors’ previous paper [18], the concentration of heat flux was found
within the wick structure near the vapor-wick-wall contact lines. Although only the bottom of the heat
pipe was heated and cooled, the concentration of heat flux was found at the upper part of the vapor-
wick interface as well as at the lower part because of the conductive heat transfer through the container
wall region. The magnitudes of the concentrated heat fluxes were almost the same at the lower and
upper parts of the vapor-wick interface. The comparison between the three heat flux distributions
confirmed that the heat flux concentration for the separated wick structures was smaller than that
for the centered wick structure, which implies that the heat flux concentration was reduced by the
separation of the wick structure.

(b) Separated wick structures (Ch. 1 side)

(c) Separated wick structures (Ch. 2 side)

(a) Centered wick structure

Figure 6: Heat flux distributions on the vapor-wick interfaces

3.2 Separated Wick Position
By using the total temperature differences for the centered (ΔTt,cen) and separated (ΔTt,sep) wick

structures, the following ratio (η) was introduced to evaluate the effectiveness of the separation of the
wick structure:

η = 	Tt,cen − 	Tt,sep

	Tt,cen

(18)
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where ΔTt,cen and ΔTt,sep at the same q were used to calculate η. The numerator of Eq. (18) represents
a reduction in ΔTt due to the wick separation. By changing bv1 and bv2, that is, the position of the
separated wick structure, ΔTt,sep was calculated and then η was obtained as shown in Fig. 7. Except
for bv1 and bv2, the numerical conditions were the same as those in Figs. 3 and 4. Note that, because of
Eq. (1) with bt = 1.7 mm, bl = 0.5 mm, and δw = 0.2 mm, bv1 and bv2 were in bv1 + bv2 = 1.0 mm.
In addition, the vapor pressure differences between the ends of the vapor flow channel for Ch. 1
(Δpv1) and Ch. 2 (Δpv2) are also shown in Fig. 7. η was affected by the position of the separated wick
structure. When bv1 became smaller, Δpv1 increased owing to the decrease in the cross-sectional area
of Ch. 1. Because of the saturated condition within the heat pipe, which was expressed as Eq. (14),
the temperature difference between the ends of Ch. 1 was increased by the increase in Δpv1. Thus, η

decreased with decreasing bv1 for bv1 ≤ 0.4 mm. On the other hand, because of the increase in Δpv2, η

decreased with increasing bv1 for bv1 ≥ 0.5 mm. η was maximum between bv1 = 0.4 mm and 0.5 mm,
where Δpv1 was almost equal to Δpv2. Thus, Δpv1 = Δpv2 is an indicator that gives an optimum position
of the separated wick structures.

Figure 7: Effect of separated wick position

Based on the Hagen–Poiseuille equation, Eq. (19) was derived to calculate the ratio Δpv1/Δpv2.

	pv1

	pv2

= 2
(

bv2

2bv1

2bv1 + hv

bv2 + hv

)4

(19)

The derivation process of Eq. (19) is described in Appendix. The relation between Δpv1/Δpv2 and bv1

obtained by Eq. (19) is shown in Fig. 8 with that obtained from the numerical results of Eqs. (3)–(15).
The above-mentioned increase in Δpv1 or Δpv2 reduced the evaporation and condensation rates at the
vapor-wick interface. Because this effect was neglected in Eq. (19), the change in Δpv1/Δpv2 with respect
to bv1 obtained by Eq. (19) was larger than that from the numerical results. However, the bv1 value when
Δpv1/Δpv2 = 1 obtained from Eq. (19) was almost equal to that obtained from the numerical results.
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Thus, Eq. (19) can be used with Δpv1/Δpv2 = 1 to determine the optimum position of the separated
wick structures.

Figure 8: Comparison between Eq. (19) and numerical results

3.3 Effect of Cooled-Section Area
Numerical analyses were moreover conducted when the width of the heat pipe was increased with

the cooled section. Fig. 9 shows the cross-section of the wider heat pipe. Like recently proposed striped
wick structures [31,32], one wick structure with width bl was added to the vapor channel region. An
additional vapor channel sub-region was termed Ch. 3 and the width was represented by bv3. Except
for the increase in the width of the heat pipe and the addition of the wick structure, the wider heat
pipe model was essentially the same as in Fig. 2. The governing equations of Eqs. (3)–(9) were applied
to the three regions of the wider model. The boundary conditions of Eqs. (10)–(15) were used at
corresponding boundaries. Since the wider model had two wick structures, Eqs. (14) and (15) were
applied to four vapor-wick interfaces of the wick structures. The width of the cooled section was equal
to the width (bt) of the heat pipe model, but the width of the heated section (bh) was smaller than bt.
Instead of Eq. (1), bt is expressed by

bt = bv1 + 2bl + bv2 + bv3 + δw (20)

Figure 9: Cross-section of the wider heat pipe with separated wick structures

Figs. 10a and 10b show the velocity and pressure distributions, respectively, on the x-y cross-
section at z = 0.4 mm in the vapor channel region of the wider heat pipe. In addition, Fig. 10c shows the
temperature distribution of the wider heat pipe. The numerical results were obtained with bv3 = 0.5 mm;
the other numerical conditions were the same as those in Figs. 3b and 4b. In this calculation, because
the width was increased, 81 (x-direction) × 56 (y-direction) × 54 (z-direction) mesh was generated
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in the calculation domain. Since the width of the heated section (bh) was 1.7 mm, the heated section
was not located under Ch. 3. However, the velocity vector and pressure contour in Ch. 3 were similar
to those in Ch. 2 because of the conductive heat transfer through the bottom container wall region.
Although the thickness of the container wall (δw) was 0.2 mm, the heat conduction occurred effectively
in the x-direction, which ensured the evaporation and condensation in Ch. 3. By using the average
temperature at the adiabatic section (Ta,ave), the temperature differences within the heat pipe on the
heated-section side (ΔTh) and cooled-section side (ΔTc) were evaluated respectively by

	Th = Th,ave − Ta,ave (21)

	Tc = Ta,ave − Tc,ave (22)

Figure 10: (Continued)
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Figure 10: Fluid flow and heat transfer characteristics of the wider heat pipe

Fig. 11 shows ΔTh and ΔTc under four cases shown in Table 2. Note that ΔTh + ΔTc is ΔTt. Case 1
and Case 2 were the numerical conditions for the centered and separated wick structures, respectively,
which were used in Section 3.1. Case 3 was the conditions when the cooled-section length (lc) was
increased from Case 2. Case 4 was the same conditions as those in Fig. 10. Compared with Case 2,
the cooled section became longer in Case 3 while became wider in Case 4, but the cooled-section areas
in Case 3 and Case 4 were the same. ΔTh and ΔTc in Case 3 and Case 4 were smaller than those in
Case 2, which confirmed the effectiveness of increasing the cooled-section area. Moreover, although
the cooled-section areas were the same, the decreases in ΔTh and ΔTt from Case 2 to Case 4 were larger
than those from Case 2 to Case 3. This is because of an increase in the vapor-wick interface area; the
area in Case 4 was double the area in Case 3. Therefore, it is more effective to make the cooled-section
width wider with additional wick structures than to make it longer. The ΔTt value in Case 4 was 44%
of that in Case 1.

Figure 11: Temperature differences within the heat pipe for four cases
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Table 2: Numerical conditions of Case 1 to Case 4

Case Model bv1 (mm) bv2 (mm) bv3 (mm) bt (= bc) (mm) lc (mm)

1 Fig. 2 0 1.0 – 1.7 20
2 Fig. 2 0.5 0.5 – 1.7 20
3 Fig. 2 0.5 0.5 – 1.7 31.8
4 Fig. 9 0.5 0.5 0.5 2.7 20

3.4 Comparison with Experimental Results
An extended experiment was conducted to compare numerical results with experimental results

when wick structures were placed separately. The same experimental method as in the previous paper
[18] was used except for the number of wick structures, wick width, and vapor-channel width. As shown
in Fig. 12, two wick structures both with a width of 2.5 mm were placed in a semi-transparent heat
pipe. The wick structures were made by sintering copper powders, and water was used as the working
fluid. In experiments, the temperature difference (ΔTt,exp) between the heated and cooled sections was
obtained at steady state by changing the heat input (Q) while keeping the cooling fluid temperature
(Tf ) constant. According to the experimental conditions, numerical results were also obtained, and the
temperature difference (ΔTt,cal) between the heated and cooled sections was calculated from Eq. (16).
Table 3 shows the comparison between ΔTt,exp and ΔTt, cal. Fairly good agreements were obtained when
Q was between 3.6 and 7.2 W, which confirmed the validity of the present numerical analyses. However,
the difference (ΔTt,exp − ΔTt, cal) was found to increase with increasing Q. This may be because of the
occurrence of partial dryout in the wick structures due to the concentration of heat flux. Thus, to
ensure the effectiveness of wick separation, it is important to supply sufficient liquid to areas where the
concentration of heat flux occurs. Further experiments are needed for the concentration of heat flux.

Figure 12: Cross-section of a semi-transparent het pipe

Table 3: Comparison between experimental results and numerical results

Q Tf ΔTt,exp ΔTt,cal ΔTt,exp − ΔTt,cal

(W) (°C) (°C) (°C) (°C)

3.6 14.9 18.1 16.8 1.3
5.5 14.5 23.9 21.5 2.4

(Continued)
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Table 3 (continued)

Q Tf ΔTt,exp ΔTt,cal ΔTt,exp − ΔTt,cal

(W) (°C) (°C) (°C) (°C)

7.2 14.4 28.8 24.3 4.5
8.9 14.6 33.1 25.4 7.7

4 Conclusions

Numerical analyses were conducted to discuss the effectiveness of wick separation in an ultra-
thin heat pipe. The numerical results were compared with the case of a centered wick structure,
and the effect of separated wick position on the effectiveness was investigated. Numerical analyses
were also conducted when the heat-pipe width was increased with the cooled section. Furthermore,
a comparison was made between experimental results and numerical results. The findings can be
summarized as follows:

• The temperature difference of the heat pipe and the concentration of heat flux within the wick
structure were reduced by separating the wick structure, which confirmed the effectiveness of
the separation.

• The effectiveness of the separation was affected by the position of the separated wick structure.
A simple equation was presented to determine the optimum position of the separated wick
structures.

• The increase in the cooled-section width of the heat pipe with the addition of wick structures
was more effective than the increase in the cooled-section length. The temperature difference of
the heat pipe was reduced by 44% under the present numerical conditions.

• The comparison with experimental results confirmed the validity of the present numerical
analyses. However, to ensure the effectiveness of wick separation, sufficient liquid supply is
important to reduce the concentration of heat flux.
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Appendix. Derivation Process of Eq. (19)

The Hagen–Poiseuille equation is expressed as Eqs. (A-1) and (A-2) regarding the vapor pressure
differences between the ends of Ch. 1 (Δpv1) and Ch. 2 (Δpv2), respectively.

	pv1 = 128μvltQv1

πd4
v1

(A-1)

	pv2 = 128μvltQv2

πd4
v2

(A-2)

where Q and d are the volume flow rate and hydraulic diameter, respectively. Since the symmetric
condition was applied in Fig. 2, Ch. 1 actually had the vapor-wick interfaces on both sides (x =
−bv1 and x = bv1) of the channel, while Ch. 2 had the interface on one side (x = bv1 + bl). When it
was assumed that the evaporation/condensation rates at each vapor-wick interface were the same, the
relation between Qv1 and Qv2 is simply given by

Qv1 = 2Qv2 (A-3)

The width of Ch. 1 was actually 2bv1, and thus dv1 and dv2 are expressed respectively as

dv1 = 4bv1hv

2bv1 + hv

(A-4)

dv2 = 2bv2hv

bv2 + hv

(A-5)

Eqs. (A-1) and (A-2) gave the ratio Δpv1/Δpv2 as

	pv1

	pv2

= Qv1

Qv2

(
dv2

dv1

)4

(A-6)

Eq. (19) was obtained by substituting Eqs. (A-3) to (A-5) into Eq. (A-6).
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